The Genetic Immune Strategy for Multiple Objective Optimization (GISMOO) is a hybrid algorithm for solving multiobjective problems. The performance of this approach has been assessed using a classical combinatorial multiobjective optimization benchmark: the multiobjective 0/1 knapsack problem (MOKP) [1] and two-dimensional unconstrained multiobjective problems (ZDT) [2] . This paper shows that the GISMOO algorithm can also efficiently solve the multiobjective quadratic assignment problem (mQAP). A performance comparison carried out using well-known published algorithms and shows GISMOO to advantage.
Introduction
Even today, most of the work on optimization treats problems with a single objective to optimize [3, 4] . However, practical contexts have a multiobjective nature inherent in various performance measures. For this type of problems, there is generally no ideal solution which gives optimality for all the objectives. This is why the optimal solution concept becomes less relevant and is replaced by Pareto-optimality, where we obtain a set of solutions giving us a compromise among the different objectives. The solutions cannot be prioritized except by the decision maker's preferences. Multiobjective problems also often have a very large feasible solution set and are characterized by repetitive decisions. Consequently, we can define two goals in multiobjective optimization: (i) to discover solutions as close to the Pareto-optimal solutions as possible; and (ii) to find solutions as diverse as possible in the solution set thereby obtained. Satisfying these two goals is a challenge for any multiobjective algorithm [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Many authors have concluded that a promising research model for multiobjective problem solving is that of metaheuristics adaptation [11, 12] . In fact, these algorithms are among the greatest achievements of modern operations research, especially in solving large and complex real problems [13] [14] [15] . According to Whitacre [13] , the growing interest in metaheuristics in the last few years is due to the successful adaptation of these algorithms to specific problems and hybrid approaches.
Many of the algorithms proposed for multi-objective problems are Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [6, 8, [16] [17] [18] [19] . This is so, doubtlessly because EA's can traverse a large search space to generate an approximation of the Paretooptimal front in a single optimization step [20] . One of these algorithms, proposed by [21] , is a hybrid between a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and an Artificial Immune System (AIS). This approach, called GISMOO, has a small number of parameters to calibrate, is easy to implement, and has been shown to be efficient in solving classical benchmarks in both discrete and continuous optimization.
The goal of this paper is to deepen the understanding of the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) from the Pareto viewpoint, by adapting the GISMOO algorithm to solve this problem. On the one hand, we mean to show that this is an interesting approach in the solution of the multiobjective Quadratic Assignment Problem (mQAP). On the other hand, because only a few workers have treated this problem from a Pareto viewpoint, we wish to compare the performance of GISMOO with that of other known algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the mQAP. In Section III we present the GISMOO algorithm in order to solve the problem in a Pareto sense. Section IV details the numerical experiments carried out in this paper. Section V compares the experimental results of GISMOO with those of two other evolutionary algorithms well known in the literature: NSGAII and PMS MO . The last section offers some concluding remarks.
The multiobjective Quadratic Assignment Problem (mQAP)
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP), defined by Koopmans and Beckmann [22] in 1957, is one of the most well known and widely studied problems of combinatorial optimization. It consists of assigning n interconnected facilities (factories, warehouses, etc.) to n locations in such a way as to minimize the sum of the product flows over the distances. The problem can be formulated as follows:
where n is the number of locations/facilities, a ij is the distance between location i and location j, b ij is the flow between facilities i and j, and π i is the location of facility i in the permutation π ∈  where  is the problem's solution space. The QAP belongs to the class of NP-hard problems [23, 24] .
The multiobjective Quadratic Assignment Problem (mQAP) was formalized in 2002 [25] . This particular extension of the QAP considers several flow matrices between any two facilities. The mQAP can therefore model the situation of installations where the management of several types of products is a concern. For example, the flow of doctors, patients, visitors, pharmaceutical products, equipment, etc., between different facilities can be considered in the implantation of a (new) hospital. The mQAP can be formalized by the following equations:
where m is the number of objectives (i.e. flow types), C(π) is the objective function vector to be simultaneously optimized,
is the k-th flow between the facilities π i et π j , and minimizing means finding all non-dominated points [23] . Some research focuses on the resolution of mQAP [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Genetic Immune Strategy for MultiObjective Optimization (GISMOO)
GISMOO is a hybrid Pareto GA/AIS algorithm which offers an original iterative process in two phases: a Genetic phase and an Immune phase. New solutions (also called descendants) are then obtained from the offspring creation using classical genetic operators and from the creation of clones according to the AIS cloning selection principle. As for most multiple objective evolutionary algorithms, one of the main difficulties in solving multiple objective problems is the performance assignment. Indeed, the quality of a solution in multiobjective optimization depends on the evaluation of multiple incommensurable and often competing objective functions. Then, instead of dealing with the real objective functions the performance assignment of a Pareto EA can schematically be viewed as being composed of two factors: a dominance factor and an isolation factor [9] . The first factor evaluates the dominance level of a given solution in Pareto sense and the second factor measures the density of solutions surrounding a given solution. Even if the performance assignment of most Pareto EAs is done using these two factors, each algorithm calculates the two factors in different ways.
Regarding GISMOO, the dominance factor is calculated in two steps as proposed in [9] . The first step consists of assigning to each individual x of the Parent population (POP) combined with the Descendant population (Q), a strength S(x) corresponding to the number of solutions dominated by x. A solution x is said to dominate a solution y if and only if ∃i∈Z | f i (x) < f i (y), and ∀j∈Z, j≠i f j (x) ≤ f j (y) where f i (⋅) indicates the value of the solution for the objective i and Z indicates the number of objectives to minimize. Using the value of S(x), the dominance factor of an individual x, called R + (x), is determined in GISMOO using Equation (4) ( )
In this way, for the non-dominated individuals x for
, the dominance factor value is not equal to 0, but rather between 0 and 0.5 according to the number of solutions it dominates. For the non-dominated solutions, this computation of the dominance factor allows us to better take into account the distribution of dominated solutions of POP and Q within the search space. Thus, the computation of the dominance factor favours non-dominated solutions situated in the less well explored regions. The isolation factor, for its part, is based on the space metric sp introduced by Schott [32] , which measures the distance Dist(x) between a given individual x and its closest neighbour y (with x≠y) as indicated in Equation (5).
It should be noted that, in GISMOO, the isolation factor value is not directly added to the dominance factor value. In fact, the fitness of an individual in GISMOO is obtained using the dominance factor. and in case of a tie between individuals, the tie is broken using the isolation factor. GISMOO's outline is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts building an initial population (POP 0 ) of size N, randomly or using greedy heuristics.
The main loop of GISMOO (lines 3-21) begins with the Genetic phase (lines [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and generates N/2 offspring. This phase consists of the classical operations of a GA: selection, crossover and mutation. Notice that the selection procedure used in GISMOO is a binary tournament selection. In addition, even if two offspring are created during the recombination, only the best of the two is added to the Descendant population Q. It is important to mention that no crossover probability is needed in the Genetic phase of GISMOO, because the number of offspring to generate is related to the Parent population size. However, a mutation probability (p m ) is used to determine whether the generated offspring will be mutated or not (line 6). The crossover operator used in the Genetic phase to solve the mQAP problem is a cycle crossover operator [33] as proposed by [27] for the same problem. For the mutation operator we choose to use a classical inversion operator. While | Qt | < N/2 5:
Select and recombine P1 and P2 ∈POPt to obtain E1 and E2 6:
Mutate E1 and E2 according to mutation probability pm 7:
Evaluate E1 and E2 and add the best offspring found in Qt 8:
End While 9:
Rank non-dominated solutions of POPt 10:
For each non-dominated solution x∈POPt do 11:
Calculate nb_clonesx to produce for x according to Eq. (6) Thereafter, the Immune phase (lines 9-19) adds N/2 solutions to the Descendant population Q. These solutions are generated using the cloning selection principle introduced by De Castro and Timmis [34] . This principle is used to model the fact that only the best "antibodies" will proliferate in the population. In GISMOO, antibodies correspond to the nondominated solutions of the current population POP. The number of clones to create for each non-dominated solution x (nb_clones x ) is related to the isolation factor as shown in Equation (6) :
where nbSolND indicates the total number of nondominated solutions in the current population and Dist(x) corresponds to the isolation factor of an individual x as shown previously. The round function returns a number rounded to the nearest integer.
We note that a non-dominated solution in a less crowded region of the search space will generate a greater number of clones. This calculation is then dynamically adjusted during the iterative process of the algorithm and does not require the setting of additional parameters.
Once the number of clones to generate for an individual x is calculated, we generate two copies (
Thereafter, the two clones are hyper-mutated using two different mutation operators α and β, depending on the problem to solve, in order to obtain two mutated clones . The hyper-mutation rate to apply to all clones generated for an individual x is set according to their rank. Indeed, for the first ten individuals with the highest rank the hyper-mutation rate is set at Z, the number of objectives to minimize. For each ten individuals the hyper-mutation rate is increased by one until we reach all non-dominated solutions. The two mutation operators used to solve the mQAP problem are respectively a classical inversion and a simple swap. We then compare the two obtained solutions, only adding the best in the Descendant population Q. This process is repeated until the total number of clones to be generated is reached. After the Genetic and Immune phases, an elitist replacement of the population in order to keep the N best solutions of the combined Parent and Descendant population (line 20) is made. The replacement strategy used is a (λ+µ) type of deterministic replacement where λ indicates the size of the Parent population and µ the size of the Descendant population. In the proposed approach, we have λ=µ=N. Finally, notice that GISMOO also used an archive in order to store non-dominated solutions found during the search. For a detailed description of GISMOO, the reader can consult Zinflou et al. [21] .
Numerical experiments
The focus of the experiments was on comparing the performance of GISMOO to those of two state-of-the-art algorithms: NSGAII [6] and PMS MO [9] . For a detailed description of these two evolutionary algorithms, the reader can respectively consult [6] [9] .
Test problems
We used a set of 22 benchmark mQAP instances to test the performance of the three evolutionary multiple objective algorithms. These test instances were generated by Knowles and Corne [25] and are available at http://dbkgroup.org/knowles/mQAP/.
The number of locations, number of objectives and the category of each instance are indicated in Table 1 .
Experimental conditions
All the algorithms used in this work were implemented in C++ and compiled with Visual Studio .Net 2010, using the same main data structures in our implementation. All the algorithms use the same population size set at 100 individuals, and the same computational time for the same test instance. The computational times used for the instances with 10, 20, and 30 locations are set to 10, 20, and 30 seconds, respectively [27] .
The parameter settings for NSGAII, PMS MO and GISMOO are determined empirically according to our previous works [1, 21] and the work of [27] . For the three algorithms, the mutation probability (p m ) was set at 0.06. It is important to mention here that no crossover probability is required in the GISMOO algorithm. For the two other algorithms, the crossover probability was set at 1. The population size N is the same for all algorithms and was set at 100. To perform a recombination, all the algorithms in this paper use a cycle crossover operator [33] . As a mutation operator, each algorithm uses a classical inversion. The computational experiments were run on a HP Z600 workstation with 2.13 GHz quad core Intel Xeon processor and 4 Gb of RAM, with Windows XP. Each instance was solved 30 times for each algorithm with random seeds.
Performance assessment
The test procedure for performance assessment uses the generational distance (GD) metric [27] . This metric evaluates the average distance between the obtained non-dominated set (E) and the reference set P* of Pareto-optimal solutions or a very good approximation. The GD metric is computed using the following equation:
where dist(u,v) is the Euclidean distance (in objective spaces) between the solution u ∈ E and the nearest member v in P* and |E| represents the cardinality of the set E. The smaller the value of this metric, the better the convergence toward the Pareto-optimal front. When all obtained solutions lie exactly on P* chosen solutions, this metric has a value of zero.
The GD allows us to compare the preliminary results obtained by GISMOO to those of well known algorithms. However, it is obvious that additional performance assessments are needed in multiobjective optimization in order to prove conclusively the superiority of an algorithm. In this paper, the reference sets for the 10 location instances are the true Pareto front available at http://dbkgroup.org/knowles/mQAP/. From the approximation sets found by the three algorithms for each 20 and 30 location instances, the set containing only non-dominated solutions was computed and used as the reference set.
In addition to GD, performance assessment was also undertaken using PISA and the guidelines from [35] and [36] . Consider for example the comparison between GISMOO and PMS MO on a problem. First, the bounds of approximation sets of both algorithms were calculated so that the approximation sets could be normalized to the interval [1, 2] . After that, a dominance rank was calculated for each of the 60 approximation sets by simply counting the number of approximation sets that are better than the observed one. The Mann-Whitney rank sum test was used to discover if there are significant differences between the dominance ranks of the two algorithms. Table 2 presents the average GD values obtained by each algorithm for the 22 mQAP instances. The first column of each table indicates the name of the problem. In this column a "*" right after the name of the problem denotes the problems on which the GD was calculated using true Pareto optimal solutions, while "
Results and discussion
† " indicates that we used an approximation set to calculate the GD values. The following columns respectively show the average results over 30 runs for each algorithm. With regard to the average best results obtained, they are indicated by a shaded area. Table 2 shows that GISMOO globally outperforms the other algorithms. Indeed, GISMOO's GD metric is better than that of the other two algorithms in every one of the 22 tested instances. 
Algorithm Problem
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In Table 3 and 4, we summarize the outcome of the MannWhitney rank sum tests for a significance level α of 0.0125. In these tables, the "↑ p-value" (↓ p-value) denotes the problems, on which GISMOO is significantly better (worse) than the other algorithm in comparison, while "↔" indicates there are no significant differences between the two algorithms. Beside the GD and Mann-Whitney rank sum test results, Fig. 1 and 2 graphically represent the solution sets found by GISMOO, NSGAII and PMS MO on a typical run using respectively two ten location problems: KC10-2fl-1uni and KC10-2fl-1rl. The KC10-2fl-1uni is a uniform instance while KC10-2fl-1rl is a real-like instance. In these two particular examples, we notice that GISMOO globally outperforms NSGAII and PMS MO . Indeed, in both cases the curves proposed by GISMOO dominated and are more extended than those of NSGAII and PMS MO . We also notice that for these two problems the approximation sets found by GISMOO are very close to the true Pareto optimal solution. In fact, for the problem KC10-2fl-1uni all the solutions found by GISMOO are also in the Pareto. These graphs confirm the results of the GD metric and the ability of our approach to find diversified solutions and to efficiently explore the solution space. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we compared our GISMOO algorithm with two well known multiobjective algorithms (NSGAII, PMS MO ) on twenty-two state-of-the-art benchmark mQAP problems. The biggest difference between GISMOO and other two algorithms lies in the environmental selection and the way in which the immune metaphor is used in a Pareto GA to identify and emphasize the solutions located in less crowded regions found during the iteration process of the algorithm. The preliminary experimental results obtained on the benchmark problems considered here have shown that our approach is efficient: on every problem, GISMOO outperformed the other algorithms with regard to the quality indicators used here. These results confirm those obtained in [21] and [2] respectively for other combinatorial and continuous optimization problems.
On the basis of these results we suggest that GISMOO is an efficient tool to solve the mQAP problem. In future work, we will seek to extend the numerical experiments to other performance metrics. We will also seek to extend the application field of GISMOO to other multiobjective problems in industry and elsewhere.
